
Ms. Grazier's Class Expectations

Rules:
1. Be Responsible 
2. Be Respectful 
3. Be Productive 
4. Be Safe 

Expectations:
Have a safe inviting classroom family by following our 4 Be Statements and working 
hard to keep our behavior "Above the Line". 

Earning Gotchas for Positive Reinforcement: 
Students will earn Ms. Grazier Gotchas throughout the day by consistently showing Above the 
Line Behaviors. Their Ms. Grazier Gotchas will be stored in their desk until our end of the week 
class drawing (Gotchas from other teachers will go directly into the classroom fishbowl as part 
of our school wide PBIS program). If their name is pulled in the class drawing, the student will 
get to pick a reward coupon of their choice to use. Then the week’s Ms. Grazier Gotchas will all 
go into our classroom fishbowl.  

Below the Line Behaviors: 
If a student demonstrates a Below the Line Behavior, a warning will be given. If the behavior 
continues they will be asked to give Ms. Grazier a Gotcha from their desk. This Gotcha will no 
longer be in the classroom drawing (but it will go into the classroom fishbowl). After a warning 
and a Gotcha has already been taken, but the Below the Line Behavior still continues, a Fix-It Plan 
may be issued. In addition, if a student has received three Fit-It Plans for the same misbehavior, 
a Major may be issued. 

Severe Clause: 
If there is a severe behavior or disruption (bottom line behaviors), the above steps may be 
skipped, and the offender may receive an automatic Fix-It Plan and/or sent directly to Dr. 
Glickley or Mrs. Moreano.  

I look forward to a wonderful year! 

________________________________ _____________________________________
Parent Signature   Date   Student Signature

Above the Line Behaviors Below the Line Behaviors Bottom Line Behaviors

Respectful
Responsible
Productive
Safe

Disrespectful
Irresponsible
Uncooperative
Unsafe

Inappropriate Behaviors
Hitting and/or fighting
Stealing
Or if a Below the Line behavior 
becomes a chronic problem

Please sign and return by Friday, August 26th


